A new approach to speckle reduction with texture preservation is presented termed granulometric shrinkage. The technique is analogous to wavelet shrinkage but with the wavelet transform replaced by a multiscale granulometric sieve. The sieve employs area morphology, thus removing any shape bias associated with the use of fixed structuring elements. As the granulometric sieve is by nature edge preserving, the benefits of the new approach include improved edge and texture preservation. Experimental results using a SPOT image corrupted by synthetic speckle show the new approach to have a better speckle reduction capability than conventional wavelet shrinkage, with improved preservation of edges and other high frequency image features.
Introduction
In recent years there has been increased interest in the use of radar for imaging of the earths surface. This is partly because microwave propagation is almost independent of meteorological effects, providing an all-time, all-weather surveying tool. In addition, as microwaves are sensitive to the geometric and dielectric properties of vegetation, radar provides an ideal imaging tool for the monitoring of land cover types.
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) systems are widely used due to their improved spatial resolution. However, the coherent nature of SAR imaging systems produces a noise-like characteristic known as speckle. Speckle is a universal property of coherent imagery and arises because the surface of the target is rough compared to the scale of the illuminating beam wavelength. A rough target can be modelled as a collection of many randomly distributed point scatterers and, as the wave interacts with the target, each scatterer contributes a backscatter wave with a phase and amplitude change. The observed intensity within an individual resolution cell is the sum of the contributions from each scatterer and is equivalent to a random walk in the complex plane [11] . Therefore, the observed intensity is affected by interference resulting from the phase differences between scatterers. In fact, speckle can be thought of as an interference phenomenon in which the distribution of the phase terms is the principal source of the noise-like quality of the observed data.
The product model has been widely used in the modelling, processing and analysis of SAR images. It assumes that the image observations belong to a random variable that can be decomposed into the product of two other independent random variables: one modelling the speckle noise n, and the other modelling the underlying terrain backscatter r. Therefore I, the observed intensity, in a SAR image can be expressed as the product I = rn.
Speckle reduces image contrast and obscures fine detail, making the task of image interpretation more demanding and this has motivated the development of many speckle reduction techniques. SAR speckle reduction methods can broadly be classified into two main classes: compounding and filtering.
Compounding works by exploiting the non-stationary nature of speckle and essentially averages a number of images of the same scene, each with independent speckle patterns. In practice, different frequencies are used to obtain independent views and the combined result is known as a multi-look image [1, 17] . When the subimages, or looks, are uncorrelated, the L-look averaged intensity can be modelled as a Gamma distributionwith parameter L by
and has a theoretical signal to noise ratio (SNR) improvement proportional to √ L.
Compounding techniques are applied prior to image formation and the SNR improvement achieved is at the expense of spatial resolution, effectively limiting the number of looks that can be used. As a consequence, multi-look images can still contain a significant speckle component and to further reduce the speckle content of these, and of single-look images, speckle filtering techniques can be employed.
Speckle filters seek to replace the central pixel of a local region by an estimate of the speckle-free value value at that point, obtained from those pixels within a local region. As speckle noise is multiplicative, the problem of reducing noise without blurring edges and other features is accentuated. One of the first speckle reduction filters was the sigma filter [15] , that excludes pixels in the neighbourhood where the grey level is significantly different from the pixel being processed. In practice, this is achieved by only averaging those pixels within two standard deviations of the centre pixel.
An advantage of the sigma filter is that the range of intensity values included in the averaging varies according to the intensity of the centred pixel, producing increased edge preservation in comparison with simple, non-adaptive techniques such as the median filter. Similarly, the adaptive K-average filter of Rao et al. [18] uses a threshold based on the variance within a local window to control the number of nearest neighbour pixels used to calculate the mean. Fjørtoft et al. present an adaptive speckle filter that, instead of using a sliding window to define a local neighbourhood, utilises a priori segmentations [10] . This region based approach reduces speckle noise whilst retaining significant edges. The problem of suppressing speckle while retaining image details is also considered by Xiao et al. [24] , who present an adaptive filter that uses two parameters to balance the relative amounts of speckle reduction and detail preservation.
A recent advance has been the development of detailpreserving multi-resolution speckle reduction techniques based on the wavelet transform; these are discussed in detail in the Section 2. However, although this multi-resolution approach is highly effective, its underlying assumption of additive Gaussian noise is only an approximate for speckled images. In addition, the ability of linear transforms to perfectly separate the signal from the noise is limited compared to nonlinear approaches such as those based on mathematical morphology. This is an important consideration for textured images where speckle reduction can also adversely affect the textural features present in the image. In particular, if a subsequent automated segmentation algorithm is be be employed, it is vital that speckle reduction does not also degrade the very information that is required for classification. This paper presents a new approach to speckle reduction that uses an edge-preserving morphological scale-space based on area morphology in conjunction with a thresholding function. Section 3 briefly reviews current morphological speckle reduction techniques and describes the new approach, termed granulometric shrinkage. The evaluation strategy and experimental results are presented in sections 4 and 5 respectively. Finally, discussion and conclusions given in section 6.
Multi-resolution speckle reduction
The use of wavelet thresholding for removing additive Gaussian noise from signals was introduced by Donoho and Johnstone in 1994, the underlying principle being that a clean signal is represented by only a few large wavelet coefficients while Gaussian noise is evenly distributed throughout the wavelet coefficients with relatively small magnitudes. Thus applying a threshold to the wavelet coefficients can remove the noise contribution while preserving image detail, a technique known as wavelet shrinkage [13] .
Although the speckle in single-look SAR images follows a multiplicative negative exponential distribution, Arsenault and April [2] show that for a logarithmically transformed image intensity it can be approximated as additive Gaussian noise, such that the product model of (1) becomes
whereĨ = ln |I|. Guo et al. use this approach for SAR images and demonstrate significant speckle reduction without altering the resolution of the original SAR imagery [12] . As resolution preservation has the affect of protecting edge information and fine detail wavelet shrinkage can therefore be used as a preprocessing stage for image interpretation based on texture. Figure 1 shows the wavelet shrinkage process for SAR images. IfĨ is the logarithmic transform of the original image I and W is the multi-level DWT, then a multi-resolution representation is given byỹ = W (Ĩ). The threshold operation is a non-linear function designed to reduce speckle in the wavelet subbands and produces an enhanced subband imageŷ bŷ
Hard Thresholding Soft Thresholding. Finally, the speckle reduced imageÎ is obtained from the inverse DWT of the enhanced subband imageÎ, after reversing the logarithmic transform.
The key to successful speckle reduction by wavelet shrinkage therefore lies in the thresholding function f (ỹ), for which two choices are widely used, namely, hard and soft thresholding. These two functions are defined in Table 1 and illustrated in figure 2. Of the two, it has been demonstrated that soft thresholding is most appropriate function for suppressing additive Gaussian noise that is evenly distributed throughout the wavelet coefficients [8] . A suitable value for the threshold t can be found by considering the noise level in the wavelet transformed imageỹ, where the standard deviation of the HH subband of the first level of the DWT decomposition provides an estimate of the noise standard deviation σ HH . An appropriate value for the threshold t is then given by γσ HH where γ is a constant. The thresholding scheme in [12] differs from that of [8] by not thresholding the LL subband at the final level of decomposition. This guarantees the mean intensity of the processed image is the same as the original input image.
Morphological speckle reduction
Mathematical morphology is a signal analysis tool that is based on spatial structures and was developed in the late 1960s by Matheron [16] and Serra [20] . In terms of speckle reduction, morphological operations such as openings and closings have the advantage of idempotency, with the result that, in theory, they can completely remove noise components while perfectly preserving the remainder.
Morphological filtering techniques for speckle reduction include the geometric filter of Crimmins [6] and the valueand-criterion filter of Schulze and Wu [19] . These techniques both work at a single scale. Alternatively, the application of structuring elements of increasing size can be employed to produce a multi-resolution image representation based on granulometries, see figure 3 . The concept of granulometries is comparable to the sieving of materials of various sizes and can be implemented by morphological open-close operators. At each scale only the image structures too large to pass through the sieve remain. This method of decomposition, known as a datasieve [3] , has the advantage of preserving the position and scale of sharp edged image structures and can be represented by a collection of image transforms, Φ = φ λ , Table 1. where λ = {1, 2, . . . , Λ}. The residual between scales S λ and S λ−1 results in a granule image, G λ , which is composed of extrema of scale λ. A set of increasing scale open-close filters implemented as a datasieve produces lowpass, S λ , and bandpass, G λ , outputs [3] . The datasieve yields an invertible image transform that express an image I as the summation
A multi-scale morphological method for ultrasound images that reduces speckle whilst preserving image features is presented in [22] . In this work, the input image is decomposed to a series of residual images, using morphological closings with structuring elements of increasing scale. Each residual image contains components associated with image features and lower amplitude components corresponding to speckle noise, a situation analogous with that of a wavelet transform image decomposition of noisy images [8] . Using the histogram of each residual image, a suitable threshold value is selected to separate the noise components from image features.
Datasieves employing fixed structuring elements cannot avoid a shape-bias. This is a limitation of conventional morphological operators since natural images can contain far more structures that can be described by a family of structuring elements. An operator that removes all structures from an image with an area smaller than λ is called an area opening which, when used in conjunction with its dual, area closing, provides a method of removing all image structures whose area size is ≤ λ [5, 23] . Morphological scale-space sieves do not have any shape bias and can be realised by replacing the structuring elements in figure 3 by area open-close operations of area λ = 1, 2, . . . , Λ.
Granulometric Shrinkage
An area morphological scale-space described by (5) can be thought of as being analogous with a multiscale wavelet transforms. Here, the sieved image S λ is the lowpass image and the granule images G i at scales i = 1, 2, . . . , λ − 1 are the bandpass detail images. The grain images are signed images as each G i is the difference between two area morphology filters. The zero regions of G i identify regions where S i−1 and S i coincide. Positive regions mark where S i−1 is brighter than S i and in negative regions the greyscales of S i−1 are lower than those in S i .
Therefore, granulometric shrinkage can be achieved by replacing the forward and inverse wavelet transform in figure 1 by an area morphology granulometric sieve, and employing an appropriate thresholding function. The underlying assumption behind this approach is that the positive and negative values in the grain images can be processed in the same manner as wavelet coefficients to achieve noise removal. However, as the datasieve has edge preserving properties, this approach has the potential reducing speckle noise with less texture modification than the wavelet approach.
To remove noise, the soft thresholding function shown in figure 2(b) can be used, providing that a suitable estimate of the noise level can be found. The grain image G 1 contains single pixel features which, being too small to be image structures, can be assumed to be noise components. Therefore, the standard deviation of G 1 , when scaled by a constant, provides a suitable threshold value.
Speckle Reduction Evaluation
A good speckle filter is one which reduces the speckle of an image while preserving edges and textural information [9] . This is a difficult task because the former requires the suppression of high frequency components, while the latter requires their preservation. The cost of speckle suppression is often the loss of local detail. For example, increasing the window size of a mean or median filter will improve the noise reduction but will also increase the blurring.
A visual assessment of the speckle reduced images can help in the evaluation of the filtering algorithm. However, visual quality assessment is a psycho-physical process and therefore a subjective measure. Alternatively, an objective evaluation of speckle filters from the viewpoint of texture preservation can be used. After [7] , the following four criteria to provide a quantitative measure of speckle suppression:
1. Preservation of the mean;
2. Reduction of the standard deviation;
Preservation of edges;
4. Preservation of intrinsic texture.
The first two criteria can be measured directly. In addition, the ratio of the mean to standard deviation in a homogeneous region, often termed the Equivalent Number of Looks (ENL), or its reciprocal, known as the Coefficient of Variation (CV), are widely used measures for assessing the speckle reduction performance. The CV is given by
for a homogeneous or structure free region z and is used here to provide an additional performance measure.
The simple measures described above are, however, not suitable for evaluating the last two criteria. For example, at edges a reduction in the standard deviation does not necessarily equate with improved speckle reduction as it does not account for the spatial positioning of pixels, which is relevant information for image edges. To overcome this limitation, the approach adopted here is to corrupt an ideal speckle-free image consisting of homogeneous, textured and edge regions by synthetically generated speckle. As the original image provides ground truth information, the difference between the it and the speckle-reduced corrupted image provides a measure of the edge and texture preservation.
A traditional measure used to compare two images is the Root Mean Squared Error, RM SE, given by
where I(x, y) orig and I(x, y) are the original image and the corrupted image after speckle reduction respectively. Therefore, the RM SE measures the ability of speckle reduction techniques to return the corrupted image to its original, speckle-free state without modifying any edges or textures present.
Experimental Results
Figure 4(a) presents a SPOT image taken over Los Angeles, chosen as it contains homogeneous, edge and textured areas. A 64 × 64 pixel block of each of these regions is marked in black on the image. To synthesise a speckle corrupted image, the image in Figure 4 (a) was corrupted by a 7-look correlated speckle noise model. This was achieved by using a gamma noise model to a generate single point noise image and then introducing spatial correlation by convolving with a linear filter [4] . The linear filter used was a 2-D Gaussian with σ = 2/3, resulting in correlation over an area of approximately 16 pixels. Following (1), the noise was then multiplied by the original image to produce the simulated image shown in figure 4 (b).
The speckled image was processed using the wavelet and granulometric shrinkage techniques. As the presence of speckle only affects wavelet coefficients up to a scale corresponding to speckle grain size, thresholding wavelet coefficients above this level does not remove speckle but instead suppress image features [21] . Therefore the shrinkage technique was only applied to 2 levels of the wavelet decomposition, as this corresponds to the correlation size of the synthetic speckle in the test image. The threshold used was t = γσ HH = 0.11422, where the constant γ = 2, and the resulting speckle reduced image is shown in figure 5(a) .
Similarly, granulometric shrinkage was applied to the residual images G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G 16 , using the threshold value t = γσ G1 = 0.0603, see figure 5 (b). For comparison, an area open-close algorithm was applied up to an area equal to the speckle grain size, effectively removing all structures up to the size λ = 16. An area open-close up to an area size, λ, equates to the granulometric shrinkage process on the set of images G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G λ } with the threshold t being set to the maximum value of G.
The mean, standard deviation and CV for the homogeneous, edge and textured regions are presented in Table 2 . All of the speckle reduction techniques preserve the mean of the homogeneous region, although it is noted that the morphological methods reduce the mean by a small percentage. However, they also show a greater reduction in the standard deviation than wavelet shrinkage, indicating an improved speckle suppression capability. A similar pattern is shown for the edge and textured regions. However, here a reduction in standard deviation does not necessarily imply improved speckle reduction as, even if the CV of the specklereduced images is identical to that of the original, significant edge and texture modification could have occurred.
To better assess the difference between the original and speckle suppressed noisy images for edge and textured regions the RM SE is used, see Table 3 . For completion, results for the whole image and homogeneous region are also shown. It can be seen that for all cases the morphological-based speckle reduction algorithms out perform the wavelet shrinkage method. For the whole image and the homogeneous region the area open-close has the lowest RM SE, although the granulometric shrinkage results are only slightly higher. For the edge and textured regions the situation is reversed, with granulometric shrinkage producing the lowest RM SE, indicating that this technique has the best speckle reduction with feature preservation.
To enable a visual comparison, figure 6 presents the results of the three methods for the edge region from figure 4(a) . Inspection of the edges in these images show that the linear filterbank of the DWT introduces blurring edge features while the morphological methods, due to their property of strong causality, are able to preserve the significant edges in the region.
Conclusions
This paper has introduced granulometric shrinkage as a new technique for reducing SAR speckle while preserving the textures present within the image. The technique uses the datasieve, an edge preserving transform based on mathematical morphology openings and closings, to produce a multiscale image representation consisting of a sieved image and a series of granule images. Speckle reduction is achieved by applying a soft thresholding technique to the granule images in a manner similar to wavelet shrinkage. A further feature of the new approach is the use of area morphology operators to remove the shape bias and artificial patterns of fixed structuring elements.
To evaluate the effectiveness of this approach, granulometric shrinkage was applied to a speckle-free image containing homogeneous, edge and textured regions, after first corrupting it by synthetic speckle. A quantitative evaluation scheme using standard speckle measures and RM SE has shown the new technique to have a better speckle suppression performance in homogeneous regions than the well known wavelet shrinkage Table 3 : 7-look Synthetic speckle reduction RMSE method and improved texture preservation.
Xiao et al. [24] highlight the importance of a flexible filter where the ability achieve a range of balances between the speckle reduction and detail preservation properties is desirable for different applications. Analysis of Table 3 shows that improved speckle reduction in the homogeneous region could be achieved for granulometric shrinkage by setting a higher value of the threshold t. This is because as t increases the granulometric shrinkage process approaches the area openclose algorithm. Therefore by using local image features to define an adaptive threshold, an optimum speckle reduction algorithm for an entire image can be achieved. This is an area of ongoing research.
